Introduction
Cancer, an intractable public health issue worldwide, has become the second leading cause of death in the United States. [1] Early cancer diagnosis and therapy remain unresolved healthcare challenges in spite of decades of laboratory and clinical research. In recent years, 3D scaffolds are emerging as support matrices for 3D in vitro cancer models and drug delivery systems in cancer therapy. The in vitro cancer model has been employed as a platform for studies of drug discovery, drug toxicity, and anti-cancer mechanisms, [2] as well as cancer cell biology including cancer development, cancer cell motility in the metastasis, cell invasion, etc. [3] 
For in vivo cancer
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therapy, 3D scaffolds have widely served as implantable drug-releasing devices for local drug delivery. [4] It is becoming increasingly clear that cancer cell monolayers on the 2D polystyrene surfaces do not reflect the essential feature of whole tumors, which are composed of multicellular tumor spheroids in 3D structures. [5] A variety of 3D scaffolds have been employed in engineering in vitro cancer model systems, including porous scaffolds, [6] self-assembled peptide hydrogels, [7] nanoparticles, [8] and electrospun fibers. [9] Most of the in vitro systems are associated with undesirable microstructures and functions. [10] Among them, electrospun fibers with diameters ranging from nanometer to submicrometer, similar to collagen fibrils in the extracellular matrix (ECM) of tumors are considered to foster more intimate cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions. [11] In addition, the surface modification of electrospun fibers with ECM-derived proteins or peptides offers a closer resemblance to the tumor ECM. [12] The advances in electrospun fibers including drug encapsulation, surface modification, alignment, and 3D fabrication lead to a rational design of 3D cancer models better mimicking the physiology and microenvironment of malignant tumors. The future research should be directed toward the construction of complex tissue structures and architectures with the aid of 3D printing technology.
For in vivo cancer therapy, nanoparticles administered through intravascular route are beneficial for the targeted delivery of therapeutic drugs. [13] However, their efficacy is restricted due to the short circulation time. Injectable hydrogels, which can be filled into the tumor site or cavity after surgical removal of solid tumor, allows for local drug delivery. [14] But hydrogels have major obstacles of substantial wash-out of the encapsulated drug during the long gelation time, and poor control over drug release profiles. Electrospun fibers allowing for topical drug release in a controlled and sustained manner would be suitable for cancer therapy with improved drug efficacy, reduced side effects, and prolonged patients' life expectancy. Here, three possible applications of electrospun nanofibers in cancer therapeutics are listed. One application is that drugloaded fibrous matrices are implanted into the tumor bed after magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-assisted tumor localization. [15] Another application is that drug-loaded fibrous matrices are implanted into the post-operative tumor cavity immediately following resection of tumors, with the aim of killing residual tumor cells and inhibiting recurrence of tumors. [16] The third application is that drug-loaded fragmented nanofibers are intratumorally injected, which can be fabricated by cutting aligned electrospun fibers under cryogenic conditions. [17] In the future work, regenerative medicine should be combined with cancer therapies allowing simultaneous cancer suppression and tissue regeneration after resection of tumors.
The existing reviews on applications of electrospun nanofibers in cancer study mainly focus on drug/gene delivery, which may not fully reflect the advantages and applications of electrospun nanofibers in cancer-related research. Therefore, in the present progress report, we highlight the applications of electrospun nanofibers in cancer research including anti-cancer drug/gene delivery, [18] 3D in vitro cancer model, [19] cancer cell detection/sensing, [20] cancer cell imaging, [21] cancer cell capture/separation/isolation, [22] regulation of cancer cell behavior, [23] and engineering bone tissue for metastasis study. [24] This review concludes with remarks on the challenges and future directions for the design, fabrication, modification, and applications of electrospun nanofibers in cancer research.
Recent Progress in Electrospun Nanofibers

Incorporation of Drugs
The electrospun nanofibers were used for the first time in drug delivery by Kenawy et al. in 2002 . [25] From 2002 till date, electrospun nanofiber membranes have been widely explored as carriers for the delivery of various drugs owing to their unique features including ease of drug incorporation during electrospinning, large surface area to volume ratio, highly porous and interconnected architecture, and tailorable material properties. The flexibility in material properties, arise from the high versatility in polymer composition, fiber diameter, porosity, morphology, and ease of surface functionalization. All the above parameters permit a strong control over drug release profiles. [26] Up to date, a variety of therapeutic agents, ranging from small molecule drugs to large biomacromolecules such as antibiotics, proteins, DNA or siRNA, and oligo/polypeptides have been successfully incorporated into electrospun nanofibers. Table 1 lists the representative anticancer drug, gene, and virus encapsulation into electrospun nanofibers with varied polymer compositions. However, it is important to note that up to date, all the electrospun nanofiber-based systems for cancer research are still in preclinical studies/trials only. Figure 1A shows the two typical methods for drug incorporation into electrospun nanofibers including simultaneous encapsulation and surface modification for cancer research. Encapsulation of anticancer drugs/genes is mainly for therapeutic applications, while surface modification with proteins or growth factors is for the establishment of 3D in vitro cancer models and surface immobilization of specific species is for cancer cell detection/ sensing and cancer cell capture/separation/isolation. Their corresponding release mechanisms are shown in Figure 1B. 
Encapsulation
Encapsulation provides a straightforward method for one-step immobilization of drugs and bioactive agents. The simplest way for drug encapsulation within electrospun nanofibers is direct electrospinning of a blend of drug and polymer solution through a single nozzle. However, the loading capacity and distribution uniformity of the encapsulated drug in electrospun fibers are largely dependent on the drug solubility and compatibility in the polymer solution. [46] The general solubility principle based on "like dissolves like" is that hydrophobic drugs like paclitaxel (PTX) and hydrophilic drugs like doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) can be readily encapsulated in hydrophobic polymers and hydrophilic polymers, respectively. However, the hydrophilic drugs can also be encapsulated in hydrophobic polymers using the following strategies: coaxial electrospinning, [47] mixing the drug powders in the polymer solution, [48] and emulsion electrospinning. [49] Simultaneous encapsulation of hydrophobic and hydrophilic drugs in a single device provides a new paradigm for combination therapy in cancer treatment, which can elicit synergistic therapeutic effect and reduce toxicity. Emulsion electrospinning provides a straightforward approach for simultaneous encapsulation of hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs in nanofibers due to the formation water-in-oil (W/O) or oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion with hydrophilic drugs in the aqueous phase and hydrophobic drugs in the oily phase. [32] A breakthrough in encapsulation based on electrospinning is to use a coaxial or triaxial nozzle setup for loading hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs in separate layers of compatible polymers or in the same layer of core-sheath or multi-layered nanofibers. [50] Incorporation of drug-loaded nanospheres into electrospun fibers is another strategy for drug encapsulation in order to prolong the duration of drug release. [51] 
Surface Immobilization
Surface modification post-electrospinning including simple physical adsorption, [52] surface coating through electrostatic interaction, [53] polymerization, [54] mineralization, [55] atomic layer deposition, [56] layer-by-layer deposition, [57] and surface conjugation through hydrogen bond, ionic bond, and/or covalent bond. [58] All these surface modification methods allow for the immobilization of drugs onto the nanofiber surface without impairing the fiber properties and drug bioactivity. [59] Surface immobilization was rarely used for incorporating small-molecule anticancer drugs because of the fast release kinetics. In contrast, it is ideal for immobilization of biologics owing to a better preservation of their bioactivity since the post-electrospinning modification avoids exposure to organic solvent and destabilizing conditions during the electrospinning process. Ebara and co-workers reported the immobilization of an inactivated sendai virus to electrospun poly (ε-caprolactone) (PCL) nanofibers for cancer therapy. [44] The inactivated sendai virus induces tumor-specific apoptosis and anti-cancer immunity in vitro and in vivo. [60] In their work, PCL electrospun nanofibers were first deposited with poly-l-lysine (PLL) and alginic acid in a layer-by-layer fashion, and then the sendai virus was immobilized to the outermost cationic PLL surface. The release of sendai virus reached equilibrium at around 60 hemagglutinin unit (HAU) after 8 h, which was sufficient to induce the cytotoxicity of metastatic prostate cancer PC-3 cells. Besides chemotherapy, hyperthermia treatment provides an attractive method to complement the conventional therapies. As an illustrative example, Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles were deposited on the surface of electrospun chitosan nanofibers by immersing the nanofibers in Fe +2 /Fe +3 solution to initiate chemical coprecipitation. [45] The [45] heat generated by the magnetic composite nanofibers inhibited cancer cell proliferation upon application of an oscillating magnetic field. Compared with drug encapsulation which is a simple strategy for sustained release, surface modification with bioactive substances renders electrospun nanofibers with more functions. For example, the conjugation of peptides, antibodies, and ligands to electrospun nanofibers has been demonstrated to be effective in cancer cell detection and cancer cell capture.
Controlled Release
Microstructure Controlled Release
The microstructure refers to the fine inner structure of a single nanofiber, which plays an essential role in controlled drug release. A variety of microstructures presented in a single fiber including homogenous structure, core-sheath structure, [61] and multilayered structure [62] have been explored with the aid of blend, emulsion, coaxial, triaxial, and multiaxial electrospinning (Figure 2A ). Electrospinning of a drug/polymer blend offers a simple way for homogenously loading drugs in fibers. Unfortunately, the method is often associated with a severe burst release, resulting in a high initial dose and reduced effective lifetime. [63] The development of secondary microstructures such as core-sheath and multilayered structure is of crucial importance to avoid the initial burst release. The core-sheath structured nanofibers usually display more sustained release profiles compared to the blended nanofibers. Electrospinning of emulsion generates core-sheath structured nanofibers with lower burst release, but still exhibit a small initial burst release. [64] By utilizing coaxial electrospinning, individual components are simultaneously electrospun through separate feeding channels to produce core-sheath structured nanofibers. [65] Not surprisingly, the existence of sheath may reduce the burst release, and prolong the drug release from the core portion. [66] It is worth mentioning that the core-sheath structured nanofiber provides a powerful depot for controlled release of water-soluble drugs and bioactive agents, such as DNA and RNA. Moreover, coaxial electrospinning is capable of encapsulating dual drugs simultaneously, with one in the coaxial nanofiber core, and the other in the sheath region. [67] Generally, hydrophobic polymers are employed as the sheaths in coaxial electrospinning. However, biocompatible hydrophilic polymers, such as gelatin, collagen, and hyaluronic acid (HA), are preferred for tissue engineering. Triaxial electrospinning is a step further with the development of a three-layer microstructure composed of core, intermediate, and sheath region. [68] The three-layered structure is particularly important when using a hydrophilic material as the sheath in order to obtain excellent biocompatibility. Steckl and Han presented a dual drug delivery system using triaxial structured nanofibers, in which the core region consisted of one drug and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), the intermediate region consisted of PCL, and the sheath region consisted of the second drug and hygroscopic layer. With the intermediate layer as a buffer region between the inner core and the outer sheath, an ≈24× slower release than that from coaxial fibers was achieved. Meanwhile, the hygroscopic layer provided an initial burst release of ≈80% within 1 h duration. [50] Moreover, the introduction of nanospheres/micelles into the core-sheath structure ensures a hierarchical architecture. As an example, active-targeting micelles were encapsulated in core-sheath structured nanofibers by coaxial electrospinning with a mixture of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and the micelles as the core component and cross-linked gelatin as the sheath layer. As compared with the commonly used delivery strategy of repeated intravenous injection of micelles for cancer therapy, the implantable DOX-loaded micelle-innanofiber device could reduce the frequency of drug administration, drug dose, and side effects, while maintaining high therapeutic efficacy against artificial solid tumor. [29h] Encapsulation of micelles into electrospun nanofibers can enhance the stability of micelles and confer longer period of sustained release compared to micelle formulations. However, a uniform dispersion of micelles in the polymer solution is often the key issue during the electrospinning of polymer-micelle mixtures.
Macrostructure Controlled Release
The macrostructure refers to the integral structure of nanofiber-based drug release device, which exerts a high degree of control over drug release kinetics. The simplest strategy is to manually stack nanofiber mats/membranes/ meshes to form a multilayered 3D structure. The nanofiber layer without incorporating drugs could provide a physical barrier to prevent water penetration and thus retard drug release from the other drug-incorporated nanofiber layers. Based on this strategy, Grinstaff and co-workers developed a trilayered electrospun nanofiber device composed of an anticancer drug SN-38-loaded central core layer, between two "shield" layers of mesh without drug and resistant to solvent wetting. [69] The tri-layered device displayed a markedly delayed and prolonged kinetics with a slow initial release over 10 d, followed by a sustained release over 30 d. The extended cytotoxicity results of the tri-layered device on Lewis Lung Carcinoma (LLC) cells over 20 d confirmed sustained drug release. In a similar work, the asymmetric multilayer polylactide nanofiber meshes were used to prolong the release of oxaliplatin for prevention of liver cancer resurrence after surgury in mice. [70] Notably, by alternatively stacking the nanofiber membranes/meshes with and without incorporation of drugs, the sequential release of multiple drugs can be achieved. [71] As shown in Figure 2B , the device was composed of four layers: (1) first drug-loaded mesh, (2) barrier mesh, (3) second drug-loaded mesh, and (4) basement mesh. The in vitro release results demonstrated that the first drug was released rapidly within the first 30 min, without leakage of the second drug, followed by a steady release of the second drug after 1 h due to hindrance of the barrier mesh. Another similar study also demonstrated time-programmed dichloroacetate and oxaliplatin release by multilayered nanofiber mats in the prevention of local cervical carcinoma recurrence following surgery. [72] The time-programmed dual release system may be used for advanced multidrug combination therapy as it could overcome the chemoresistance caused by a single drug. However, several issues remain unresolved with the aforementioned multilayered nanofiber stacks. These devices, which are mainly formed by manually stacking, pose difficulties in the scale-up manufacturing process. Also, the stacked meshes mainly provide a physical barrier only from the top or bottom surface but not from the lateral sides, which can pose problems for the precise control of drug release.
Composition Controlled Release
Besides the microstructure of nanofibers and macrostructure of nanofiber-based devices, the composition of nanofibers provides a fundamental basis for tailoring drug release kinetics. Natural polymers, synthetic polymers, and polymer blends have been extensively electrospun into nanofibers for drug delivery. [73] The chemistry of the nanofibers, which is the determining factor in wetting behavior and degradation rate, plays a dominant role in controlling drug release. The additives (e.g., hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials) to electrospun nanofibers significantly affect the wetting behavior, resulting in regulation of drug release from nanofibers. For example, Grinstaff and co-workers synthesized a superhydrophobic material poly(glycerol monostearate-co-ε-caprolactone) (PGC-C18) as a doping agent to electrospun PCL nanofiber meshes to tune the anticancer drug release rate. [74] The cumulative release of anticancer agent SN-38 from 10% PGC-C18 doped electrospun PCL nanofiber meshes was more than 60% within nine weeks. Meanwhile only 10% of SN-38 was released from both 30 and 50% PGC-C18 doped electrospun PCL nanofiber meshes. In their follow-up study, they utilized 30% PGC-C18 doped electrospun PCL nanofiber meshes for cisplatin encapsulation, and a linear sustained release over ≈90 d was achieved. Notably less than 1% of cisplatin release was recorded within 24 h, as compared to >95% of cisplatin release from pure PCL nanofiber meshes within the same period of time. The in vivo evaluation demonstrated a remarkable increase in the median recurrencefree survival to >23 d, when compared to standard intraperitoneal cisplatin therapy of equivalent dose ( Figure 2C ). [28b] On the other hand, the addition of hydrophilic materials such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) enhanced water uptake of the electrospun fibers, and subsequently accelerated drug release. [75] The aforementioned devices usually offer sustained drug release, but with limited control over release rate, relying on the passive diffusion of drugs from the electrospun fibers. Intriguingly, the use of stimuli-responsive polymers enables on-demand release of encapsulated drugs because the polymer can sense and respond to signals and variations in the surrounding environment, leading to microstructure change and drug release. [76] These stimuli include: (1) physical stimuli, such as temperature, ultrasound, light, magnetic field, and mechanical stress, (2) chemical stimuli, such as pH and ionic strength, and (3) biological stimuli, such as enzyme and biomolecules. [77] The thermo-responsive drug delivery system is the most studied stimuli-triggered release system for cancer therapy. Ideally, the device should retain the drugs at body temperature of 37 °C, and rapidly deliver the drug under hyperthermic conditions (40-42 °C). Thermal-responsive DOX-loaded liposomes have achieved translation into clinical trials (ThermoDOX). [78] Alternatively, the inclusion of thermo-responsive materials in the nano/microfibrous scaffolds may provide an on-demand and regional drug delivery. As an example, Aoyagi and coworkers reported a smart hyperthermia electrospun nanofiber with switchable drug release to induce cancer apoptosis. [29g] Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), as the source of heat, and anticancer drug DOX were encapsulated into nanofibers composed of temperature-responsive copolymer of NIPAAm and N-hydroxymethylacrylamide (HMAAm). The DOX/MNP electrospun fibers led to 70% death of human melanoma cells with exposure to 5 min of alternating magnetic field due to a synergistic effect of chemotherapy and hyperthermia. In general, the application of a thermo-responsive delivery system is hampered by the limited sensitivity to respond to slight temperature fluctuations at the physiological temperature. Apart from thermo-responsive systems, external stimuli in the form of ultrasound and electric fields have been utilized to regulate drug release. In the former case, high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU), which has been used clinically in uterine fibroid treatment, has been employed in triggering drug delivery. For example, Grinstaff and co-workers prepared superhydrophobic fibrous mesh composed of PCL and PGC-C18, in which air is entrapped both at the surface and within the 3D structure. [79] The HIFU treatment could trigger the release of SN-38 attributed to the removal of air layer by the pressure wavefront. In the latter scenario, electric field-responsive drug carriers have been developed using electroactive polymers. The electrical field can lead to swelling, bending, or shrinking of the drug carrier, allowing for controlled drug release. Kim and co-workers prepared electro-responsive drug carriers by electrospinning of PVA/poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)/multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) composites. The application of electric field increased drug release significantly, and higher electric voltages induced faster drug release. [80] In a different study, Xie et al. developed a pH-responsive drug delivery device based on polydopamine-coated PCL electrospun fibers owing to the selective permeability of polydopamine coating for charged molecules at various pH values. [29f ] It was found that the composite fibers released DOX in acidic aqueous solution, rather than in neutral and basic aqueous solution, resulting in a dramatic decrease in cancer cell viability.
The stimuli-responsive delivery system offers the promise of precise therapy against cancer cells avoiding damage to normal healthy tissues, arising from the control of drug release at specific times and locations. However, although the proof of concept has been successfully demonstrated in vitro, few studies have been carried out in vivo. The complexity of system design, introduction of nondegradable materials, and low penetration depth of the externally applied stimuli are among the major challenges which need to be addressed.
Drug Release Mechanism
The mechanism of drug release from electrospun fibers is mainly related to drug diffusion, drug dissolution, drug adsorption-desorption, and polymer erosion/degradation. Generally, the drug release follows diffusion-controlled kinetics for nondegradable polymers, [81] degradation-controlled kinetics for fast degradable polymers, [82] and combined kinetics of diffusion and degradation for slowly degradable polymers. [83] The drug release kinetics from electrospun fibers is mainly influenced by the poly mer composition, [25] polymer crystallinity, [83] drug solubility in polymer, [84] drug distribution in fiber, [85] drug-polymer interaction, [86] and fiber size and morphology. [87] Typically, the electrospun fiber formulations share the feature of a classical biphasic drug release pattern with a burst release at the initial stage followed by a sustained release. For electrospinning of blended drug and polymers, drug enrichment at the fiber surface occurs, resulting in a high burst release. To better control the drug release, core-sheath structured fibers prepared by coaxial/triaxial electrospinning have been developed, and a delayed and prolonged release has been achieved because of the sheath barriers. Extended drug release from the core-sheath structured fibers follows zero-order kinetics with no burst release, an ideal release model for long-term controlled drug release [88] Viry et al. reported a nearly linear release of small-molecule drugs over 18 d from core-sheath structured fibers prepared by a combination of emulsion and coaxial electrospinning. In contrast, a 4 d linear release followed by a consistent, steady release for core-sheath fibers prepared by coaxial electrospinning alone was recorded. [89] With respect to cancer therapy, pH-triggered release kinetics has been reported due to the acidic microenvironment of the tumor tissue, with reduction in pH value from 7.4 (normal tissue) to ≤6.8 (cancerous tissue). As a proof of concept, Cui and co-workers developed electrospun poly(l-lactic) (PLLA) fibers loaded with CaCO 3 -capped DOX-mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN). [29e] When the composite fibers encounter protons (H + ) from the acids released by the tumor cells, CaCO 3 reacts with H + to produce CO 2 gas, enabling water penetration into the PLLA fibers, and facilitating the drug release. As expected, the amount of DOX released from PLLA-MSN-DOX-CaCO 3 composite fibers increased significantly as pH decreased, and 10, 60, and 100% of DOX was released after 40 d of incubation at pH 7.4, pH 5.0, and pH 3.0, respectively.
Mathematical models have been developed to describe drug release from 1D materials in different scenarios. A 1D drug diffusion model under perfect sink conditions for the transport of drugs from nonswellable devices is best described by the following equation [90] t 0
where M t is the mass of drug released at time t, M ∞ is the mass of drug released as time approaches infinity (or equivalently the total amount of drug encapsulated), a 0 is a constant representing the percentage of burse release, k is a constant, and n is the diffusional exponent, which is an index for the transport mechanism. For 1D Fickian diffusion of drugs from monodispersed cylinders, n is 0.45. In a different study, a desorption model is described by the following equation [91] 
where M t is the mass of drug released at time t, M ∞ is the mass of drug released as time approaches infinity (or equivalently the total amount of drug encapsulated), α is nanoporosity factor, and τ r is the characteristic time. For the core-shell nanofibers (with blended core or monolithic core), the core contains water-soluble pluronic F-127 surfactant, the latter leaches out in parallel with the drug release process creating more pores. The two-stage drug release on time is described by the following equation [92] 1 exp 8 1 exp 8
where α 1 and τ r1 denote the nanoporosity factor and the characteristic time of drug release from the pre-existing pores, respectively, and α 2 and τ r2 denote the nanoporosity factor and the characteristic time of drug release driven by pluronic F127 leaching, respectively. A separate work attempted to estimate the impact of structural parameters on drug release from the nanofiber mats using a 2D finite element numerical model. [93] It was found that for the same materials with similar porosity, the drug release from mats consisting of aligned fibers is slower than that of random fibers. In a further study, this model based on the diffusion effective coefficients and sorption process was used to describe drug release from nanofiber meshes in the PBS solution and PVA hydrogel. [94] The results from the numerical model were in agreement with the experimental drug release data.
Alignment
The flexibility in nanofiber assemblies has broadened their applications effectively, and up to date, a number of fiber assemblies including randomly oriented, uniaxially aligned, and radially aligned structures have been successfully developed.
In principle, fiber alignment can be achieved either through mechanical force or electric field. For the nanofiber assemblies, making use of different collectors is a simple way to control the fiber alignment. For example, the random fiber is generally collected on a metal plate. [95] The aligned fibers can be deposited on a high-speed rotating drum [96] or two conductive substrates separated by a void gap. [97] Alternatively, the fast moving 2D substrates can be used to write fiber patterns based on lowvoltage electrospinning. [98] Nanofiber mats with square arrayed microwells can be fabricated using patterned metal beads. [99] The radially aligned fibers can be prepared by utilizing a collector composed of a central point electrode and a peripheral ring electrode. [100] Randomly oriented nanofibers are capable of mimicking the ECM architecture of tumor tissue, and have been widely applied for the design of 3D cancer models [101] and biosensors for cancer cell detection, [102] capture and isolation. [103] In contrast with random nanofibers, the aligned feature greatly endows enhanced capabilities in regulating cancer cell behavior including cancer cell proliferation, migration, and invasion, [104] gene expression, [105] and signal transduction. [106] 
3D Fabrication
There is an imperative need for the development of 3D electrospun nanofiber scaffolds resembling the spatial architecture of natural ECM. The simplest method for fabricating 3D mats with certain thickness is to directly deposit electrospun nanofibers on the collector for a sufficiently large period of time. [15] However, the inherent drawback of small pore size preventing cell infiltration has dramatically limited the application of electrospun nanofiber mats. [107] Hence, many attempts have been made to develop 3D scaffolds with high porosity. [107, 108] Toward this end, various approaches are being developed. For instance, electrospun fibers can be assembled into 3D scaffolds with cellular architecture through freeze-drying of solutions containing short electrospun nanofibers ( Figure 3A) . [109] By using this method, Mo and co-workers fabricated poly(lactic acid) (PLA)/gelatin nanofiber-assembled 3D scaffolds, and demonstrated that L-929 cells proliferated and infiltrated into the 3D scaffolds, with cell movement from one side of scaffold to the other side. [110] Similarly, Park and co-workers utilized a cold plate as the collector to produce crystallized silk fibroin nanofibers, followed by freezedrying for 3D scaffold construction. [111] The aforementioned 3D electrospun nanofiber scaffolds provide potential candidates
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Figure 3. Representative 3D nanofiber scaffolds generated by electrospinning. A) (i) Electrospun nanofiber assembled 3D scaffolds and (ii) an optical photograph of 3D scaffolds with diverse shapes. Reproduced with permission. [109] Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group. B) Photographs show the PCL electrospun nanofiber before (i) and after (ii) expansion in 1 m NaBH 4 for 24 h. Reproduced with permission. [112] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. C) Microscopy images show a 3D nanofiber scaffold composed of 15 layers of fiber stripes with basket-weaved structure and regular pores (i) and a 3D nanofiber scaffold composed of 2 layers of fiber stripes (ii). Reproduced with permission. [114] D) (i) Photograph of the overall 3D hybrid scaffolds containing microfibers and electrospun nanofibers with dimensions of 9 mm × 9 mm × 3.5 mm and (ii) the hybrid basic unit layer composed of microfibers and the electrospun nanofibers matrix. Reproduced with permission. [115] Copyright 2008, Elsevier.
to overcome the intrinsic shortcoming of 2D nanofiber mats. However, most of the studies have been limited to the fabrication of 3D scaffolds composed of random nanofibers and/or certain materials. The resultant scaffolds often have insufficient thickness, restricted geometries, and/or uncontrolled porosity. These fabricated scaffolds are also associated with disordered structures and lack of nanotopographic cues, which is not conducive for cell migration. Recently, Xie and co-workers developed 3D nanofiber scaffolds by expanding 2D electrospun nanofiber membranes via a modified gas-foaming technique, in which hydrolysis of 1 m sodium borohydride was used to generate hydrogen gas bubbles. [112] Subsequently, the expanded nanofiber scaffolds were freeze-dried to maintain their integrity. It was found that the porosity of expanded 3D nanofiber scaffold increased to >99% ( Figure 3B ). This strategy is capable of making 3D nanofiber scaffolds with maintenance of aligned nanotopographic cues. More recently, Xie and co-workers fabricated expanded nanofiber scaffolds with increased area and precise control of thickness using a customized mold during the expansion and freeze-drying process. [113] In earlier studies, Xie et al. also reported a straightforward approach for preparing 3D scaffolds in a basket-weaved structure composed of fine electrospun nanofiber stripes. Specifically, the prepared aligned electrospun membrane was cut into fine stripes along the direction of fiber alignment, and then the stripes were weaved by making use of "noobing" technique to form a desired 3D architecture, whose edges were sealed via thermal treatment ( Figure 3C ). [114] Finally, a combination of direct polymer melt deposition and electrospinning provides a robust method for the development of a 3D fashioned ECM-like structure composed of microfibers and nanofibers, in which nanofibers produced by electrospinning were deposited on the surface of microfibers generated by direct polymer melt deposition ( Figure 3D ). [115] 
Emerging Roles of Electrospun Nanofibers in Cancer Research
Drug/Gene Delivery
Single Drug Delivery
Up to now, chemotherapy and its combination are the most accepted and effective treatment for cancer treatment. One of the major problems for cancer chemotherapy is the side effects, resulting in a fatal damage to nontumorigenic healthy proliferating cells. [116] Due to the alleviation of side effects and ease of reaching effective concentrations, electrospun nanofibers have been widely explored as an implant for local sustained anticancer drug delivery to the tumor site. Wu et al. utilized PLLA electrospun nanofibers as carrier for titanocene dichloride delivery against lung tumor cells, with 11.2, 22.1, 44.2, and 68.2% of human lung tumor cell growth inhibition for different titanocene dichloride loadings (40, 80, 160 , and 240 mg L −1 ) into the fiber mats. [36] Jing and co-workers prepared doxorubicin-loaded PLLA electrospun nanofibers for the inhibition of unresectable liver cancer and prevention of post-surgery tumor recurrence. Notably, an increase in the median survival time from 14 to 38 d was achieved in the mice bearing secondary hepatic carcinoma. [29d] Koyakutty and co-workers utilized a temozolomide-loaded poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)/PLA/ PCL electrospun mat for the treatment of recurrent glioma. [15] The drug-loaded nanofiber mats after implantation to the resected orthotopic rat glioma exhibited a constant drug release rate (116.6 µg d −1 ) with negligible leakage into the peripheral blood (<100 ng). Further, the one month-releasing implants led to the long-term (>4 month) survival of >85% rats.
Multidrug Delivery
Generally, a single anticancer drug delivery system may not be sufficient for clinical applications, as the single drug can often lead to the development of chemoresistance after prolonged use. Hence, multiple drug delivery systems are required to improve the therapeutic efficacy owing to a synergistic effect acted by different therapeutic agents. This may help overcome the chemoresistance caused by single drug. In a related study, two anticancer drugs designated CPT-11 and SN-38 were encapsulated in 10% PGC-C18 doped PCL electrospun mesh. A prolonged release over 90 d of CPT-11 and SN-38 was achieved, resulting in significant tumor cytotoxicity against a human colorectal cell line (HT-29). [27] More importantly, core-sheath structured fibers prepared by emulsion electrospinning and coaxial electrospinning offer excellent drug carrier options for multiple drug delivery. To this end, Jing and co-workers employed emulsion electrospinning to simultaneously encapsulate hydrophobic drug PTX and hydrophilic drug DOX into poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(l-lactic acid) (PEG-PLA) nanofiber mats. [32] The dual drug-loaded fibers displayed a quick release of DOX followed by a sustained release of PTX, leading to a higher inhibition and apoptosis against rat glioma C6 cells in comparison to a single drug delivery system. In addition, sequential delivery of different drugs can elicit pronounced antitumor efficacy. For example, the sequential delivery of vascular disrupting agent combretastatin A-4 and chemotherapeutic drug hydroxycamptothecin from electrospun nanofibers prepared by emulsion electrospinning caused a sequential killing of endothelial and tumor cells, while the in vivo study results indicated a significant antitumor efficacy, tumor vasculature destruction, and minimal tumor metastasis to the lung. [35] However, the emulsion electrospinning may involve the emulsifier component with poor biocompatibility, and coaxial electrospinning usually needs substantial optimization of fabrication parameters. Therefore, nano-and microscale vehicles such as nanoparticles have been incorporated into electrospun fibers for multidrug delivery. For a notable example, hydrophilic drug DOX-loaded mesoporous zinc oxide (ZnO) nanospheres and hydrophobic drug camptothecin were mixed with a PLGA/ gelatin solution prior to electrospinning for the fabrication of dual drug loaded electrospun hybrid nanofibers, which showed strong antitumor efficacy against HepG-2 cells. [30] In a separate study, Li et al. presented a hydrophilic-hydrophobic dual drug delivery system by electrospinning of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) containing vehicles constructed by mixed surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)/sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS). [117] The hydrophilic anticancer model drug 5-FU and hydrophobic anticancer model drug paeonolum were located in the vehicle's bond water and lipid bilayer membranes, respectively. The release behavior could be adjusted by the molar ratio of CTAB/SDBS in the vehicle solution conveniently.
Gene Delivery
Silencing of gene expression by small-interfering RNA (siRNA) represents a potential strategy for cancer therapy. siRNA formulations such as microsphere encapsulation and nanoparticle complexation have been developed. [118] Although good transfection efficiencies and cellular responses are demonstrated, the transient effect limits their application. Electrospun nanofiber mediated siRNA delivery may serve as a potential alternative since the nanofiber can provide sustained long-term delivery at the tumor site. In a related work, Chew and co-workers demonstrated the feasibility of loading siRNA and transfection reagent into electrospun fibers with a 28 d sustained release and 30.9% gene knockdown efficiency. [119] Hadjiargyrou and co-workers incorporated plasmid DNA encoding small/short hairpin RNA (shRNA), against the cell cycle specific protein Cdk2, into PCL electrospun nanofibers. [42] It was found that the DNA-loaded electrospun nanofiber scaffolds were capable of delivering intact and bioactive plasmid DNA for over 21 d, leading to 40% decrease in the proliferation of MCF-7 breast cancer cells.
Stem cells are traditionally used in regenerative medicine and can be manipulated to fight malignant tumors. Owing to the advances of molecular biology, human mesenchymal stem cells can be genetically engineered to secrete robust antitumor agents (e.g., tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL)). [120] The engineered stem cells mediated therapy shows promise for the treatment of the incurable glioblastoma. Similar to traditional stem cell therapy for regenerative medicine, after the surgical removal of glioblastoma, retention of the engineered stem cells in the surgical cavity is a great challenge. To address this problem, Hingtgen and coworkers developed TRAIL secreting stem cells cultured on electrospun PLA nanofiber implants capable of releasing the anti-tumor protein TRAIL. The results divulged an effective inhibition of regrowth of residual glioblastoma and a significantly longer median survival time in mice after implantation to the surgical cavity, in comparison to cells without releasing TRAIL cultured on nanofiber implants. [16] 
Combinatorial/Synergistic Therapy
It is well known that cancers result from abnormal proliferation, angiogenesis, and invasion of healthy tissues. Therefore, a synergistic therapy which can simultaneously suppress proliferation, angiogenesis, and invasion may be optimal for cancer therapy. To this end, Wang and co-workers demonstrated a gene/drug dual delivery system to combine RNA interference and chemotherapy for brain tumor therapy, in which anticancer drug PTX was used for blocking tumor cell proliferation, and MMP-2 RNAi plasmids, suppressing the expression of the endogenous gene MMP-2, was used for the inhibition of cancer cell invasion and angiogenesis. [43] In this study, gene/drug encapsulated PLGA fibers were electrospun from emulsion with polyethylenimine (PEI)/DNA nanoparticle suspension as the aqueous phase, and a mixture of PTX, polyethylene glycol (PEG), and PLGA solution as the organic phase, resulting in a tunable sustained release of the two agents. Most importantly, the in vivo study with intracranial xenograft tumor model in BALB/c nude mice indicated that the gene/drug dual delivery microfibers showed better tumor inhibition effect as compared to single drug delivery microfibers and commercial drug treatment. These studies testify the advantage of combinatorial/synergistic therapy for cancer suppression.
Cancer Cell Detection/Biosensing
Electrospun nanofibers have drawn wide attention for biosensor development with the aim of rapid and sensitive detection of cancer biomarkers. This can be attributed to the high surfaceto-volume ratio of nanofibers and relatively defect-free features even at the molecular level. Singh and co-workers developed MWCNTs embedded ZnO nanofiber based immunosensor for the detection of carcinoma antigen-125, which is located on the surface of ovarian cancer cells. [20] The MWCNT-ZnO electrochemical biosensor platform was prepared by calcination of MWCNT/ZnO electrospun fibers, followed by covalent conjugation of the anti-CA-125 antibody. The in vitro study demonstrated an excellent sensitivity of 90.14 µA U −1 mL −1 cm −2 with a remarkable detection limit of 0.00113 U mL −1 concentration and a wide detection range of 0.001 U mL −1 to 1 kU mL −1 ( Figure 4A) . In a different study, Dong and co-workers reported a microfluidic immune-biochip with femtomolar sensitivity and high selectivity for the detection of breast cancer biomarker epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (EGFR2 or ErbB2) proteins. [121] The immunoelectrode was made of porous graphene foam modified with electrospun carbon-doped titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) nanofibers. The sensor exhibited high sensitivities of 0.585 µA µM −1 cm −2 in a wide concentration range of target ErbB2 antigen from 1 × 10 −15 m (1.0 × 10 −15 m) to 0.1 × 10 −6 m (0.1 × 10 −6 m). The overexpression of matrix metalloproteinases, a group of enzymes responsible for degradation of extracellular matrix components, is another biomarker for cancer progression. Koh and Han fabricated a hydrogel-framed electrospun polystyrene/poly(styrene-alt-maleic anhydride) (PS/PSMA) nanofiber matrix integrated with a microfluidic device for the detection of matrix metalloproteinases 9, a promising target for cancer diagnosis on the basis of its massive upregulation in malignant tissues. [122] Interestingly, the incorporation of hydrogel micropatterns into PS/PSMA electrospun matrix allowed for easy handling and insertion into the microfluidic devices. Basically, fluorescein isocyanate (FITC)-labeled MMP-9 specific peptides were covalently immobilized onto electrospun nanofiber matrix for fluorescent detection based on enzymatic cleavage strategy. A fast response time of 30 min and lower detection limit of 10 × 10 −12 m were achieved, which can be ascribed to the porous nature and large surface area of the nanofiber substrates ( Figure 4B ). In another study, Malhotra and co-workers utilized poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(4-styrenesulfonate)/PVA (PEDOT:PSS/PVA) electrospun fibers for the fabrication of paper-based conductive platform, and monoclonal carcinoembryonic antibodies were physically absorbed onto the PEDOT:PSS/PVA nanofibers for cancer biomarker detection. [102] This conducting paper-based biosensor demonstrated an improved sensing performance with a linear detection range of 0.2-25 ng mL −1 , high sensitivity of 14.2 µA ng −1 mL −1 cm −2 , and shelf life of 22 d for the detection of a cancer biomarker carcinoembryonic antigen ( Figure 4C ). Based on the phenomenon that cancer cells consume glucose and release lactate, Thundat and co-workers deposited pH-sensitive PVA/PAA electrospun nanofibers on the light addressable potentiometric sensor surface for measuring cancer cell acidification to understand metabolic activities of cancer cells and their response to chemotherapies in a noninvasive fashion ( Figure 4D ). [123] The electrospun nanofibers detected localized changes in pH of the media with a sensitivity response of 74 mV pH −1 . Oxygen is another critical component in cancer cell biology. Lannutti and co-workers developed core/shell structured fibers with PCL as shell and oxygen-sensitive probe, tris(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline) ruthenium(II) (Ru(dpp)) and platinum octaethylporphyrin (PtOEP) containing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as the core, for oxygen detection. [124] It was found that the sensor exhibited rapid response within 0.5 s due to the porous structure of the nanofibers and the excellent oxygen permeability of PDMS. Table 2 shows the representative electrospun nanofiber-based biosensors for cancer cell detection. These studies demonstrate that electrospun nanofibers can be combined with electrochemical sensors to develop diagnostic devices for cancer detection.
Drug Delivery and Cell Imaging
Introduction of distinct luminescence property into drug delivery systems renders fascinating feature of fluorescent imaging and real-time monitoring of drug delivery. The combination of drug delivery and cell imaging culminating in cancer theranostics could meet the requirement of diagnosis and therapy in cancer research. [126] Multifunctional hollow/mesoporous nanospheres have been widely employed as carriers for drug delivery, targeted diagnosis and therapy, and fluorescent bioimaging. Although the use of nanoparticles for drug delivery and cell imaging has been demonstrated with considerable success, nanoparticles have the disadvantages of unpredictable burst release, and chemical and physical instability in vivo. One approach to overcome this limitation is to encapsulate multifunctional nanoparticles into electrospun nanofibers, offering a long-term release locally. Driven by this goal, magnetic Na(Y/Gd)F4:Yb 3+ , Er 3+ nanocrystals, and upconversion luminescent molecules were encapsulated into hydroxyapatite fibers through high-temperature treatment of Na(Y/Gd)F4:Yb 3+ , Er 3+ nanocrystals decorated electrospun precursor fibers. [21] The porous hydroxyapatite nanofibers can be [20] Copyright 2017, Elsevier. B) Design of the MMP-9 detecting microfluidic device integrating a hydrogel-framed electrospun nanofiber matrix. Reproduced with permission. [122] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. C) Schematic representation of the biofunctionalized electrospun PEDOT:PSS/PVA nanofiber for carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) detection. [102] D) Schematic representation of a light addressable potentiometric sensor integrated with pH sensitive hydrogel nanofibers for measuring cancer cell metabolism and their response to anticancer drugs in real time. Reproduced with permission. [123] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
employed as a carrier for loading and delivery of drugs, protein, genes, or siRNA. In addition, the composite fibers uptaken by MC3T3-E1 cells exhibited upconversion luminescent emission of Er 3+ , under 980 nm laser excitation. Further, the composite fibers could also serve as T1 MRI contrast agents due to the positive signal enhancement ability of Gd 3+ . In another work, porous NaYF4:Yb 3+ , Er 3+ @SiO 2 nanocomposite electrospun fibers were prepared for anti-cancer drug delivery and cell imaging. [127] The DOX-loaded NaYF 4 :Yb 3+ , Er 3+ @SiO 2 nanocomposite fibers were obtained by electrospinning of precursor solution containing α-NaYF 4 :Yb 3+ , Er 3+ nanocrystals, and annealing at 550 °C, followed by dispersion in DOX aqueous solution. The as-prepared DOX-NaYF 4 :Yb 3+ , Er 3+ @SiO 2 composite nanofibers exhibited sustained release of DOX in a pH-sensitive manner. When the nanofibers were taken up by HeLa cells through endocytosis, the released DOX-induced cell death, and on the other hand, the fibers inside the cells showed near-infrared upconversion luminescence for cell bioimaging. These results suggest that the combination of multifunctional nanoparticles and electrospun fibers has potential applications for simultaneous drug delivery and dual modal imaging.
Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs) Separation/Capture/ Isolation/Filtration
CTCs are cells that shed into the vasculature or lymphatics from a primary tumor, circulated in the bloodstreams, and may provide seeds for the subsequent growth of additional tumors (metastasis) in vital distant organs. [128] The identification of CTCs is an attractive new approach in clinical cancer diagnostics, [129] while the capture of CTCs may slow down or prevent cancer metastasis. It is a great challenge to identify and capture the relatively low number of CTCs among many healthy blood cells in the body. To address this problem, electrospun nanofibers functionalized with specific biomarker molecules such as aptamers and antibodies have been employed as a substrate for cancer cell capture. Shi and co-workers immobilized HA, which targets CD44 receptors overexpressed in various carcinomas such as breast and lung tumors, onto electrospun PVA/PEI nanofibers for capturing CD44 receptor-overexpressing cancer cells. [103] The HA-modified PVA/PEI nanofibers displayed good cytocompatibility and hemocompatibility. Importantly, the functionalized nanofibers exhibited superior capability in capturing CD44 receptor-overexpressing cancer cells (Figure 5A) . In a work reported by Wu and co-workers, electrospun organic-inorganic cholesteryl-succinyl silane nanofibers were modified with membrane-bound molecules, including NBD-conjugated phospholipids and CD-20 antibodies that specifically target B lymphocytes. [130] It was found that the functionalized nanofibers exhibited a better ability to capture Granta-22 cells ( Figure 5B ). In another work, Zhang and co-workers first fabricated a TiO 2 nanofiber substrate through calcination of electrospun titanium n-butoxide (TBT)/ PVP fibers. [22] Then, they introduced streptavidin (SA) onto the surface of the N-maleimidobutyryloxy succinimide ester (GMBS) coated TiO 2 nanofiber using N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)/maleimide chemistry. Finally, biotinylated epithelial cell adhesion molecule antibody (anti-EpCAM) was conjugated onto the streptavidin-coated substrates ( Figure 5C ). The in vitro results showed that the electrospun TiO 2 nanofiber-based cell capture device was capable of capturing cancer cells from artificial CTCs blood samples, as well as whole blood samples collected from colorectal and gastric cancer patients. These encouraging results may be attributed to the introduction of epithelial cell adhesion molecule antibody, which exhibited outstanding cell capture efficiency ranging from 40 to 70% when employed to isolate viable cancer cells from whole blood samples. [131] However, EpCAM expression on the surface of tumor cells fades away when tumor cells turn into CTCs and this marker is also expressed in mesenchymal cells, making EpCAM-based tests less accurate. [132] In addition, electrospun fiber-embedded microchip has been developed for detection, isolation, and molecular analysis of CTCs. Hou et al. utilized anti-CD146 antibody (melanoma-specific capture agent) conjugated PLGA-nanofiber embedded nanovelcro chips to capture single circulating melanoma cells ( Figure 5D ). [133] One of the difficulties to address this problem is a shortage of broad-spectrum CTCs capture agents as most of the antibodies are only able to identify few types of cancer cells. Kang found an engineered human blood opsonin protein FcMBL which could target CTCs in a broad spectrum. [132] Although many efforts have been devoted to the detection and isolation of CTCs with improved avidity and efficiency, many challenges still exist. The current CTC tests have not been transferred to clinical trials mainly due to the lack of common biomarkers for cancers, and limited sensitivity. In the future, with the discovery of new cancer biomarkers and improvement of surface immobilization techniques, nanofiber-based devices could make a great contribution to CTCs detection and isolation.
Regulation of Cancer Cell Behavior
Cancer metastasis is the major cause of death worldwide. [134] During cancer metastasis, ECM remodeling occurs where the cancer cells undergo a phenotypic change that allows their migration, and invasion into the blood vessels. [135] Unfortunately, the complexity of the in vivo system makes it difficult to identify the ECM topographical cues that trigger cancer cell migration. Electrospinning produces randomly oriented and aligned ultrafine fibers, the microstructure and morphology of which closely resembles the cancer cell ECM. Therefore, electrospun nanofibers provide an emerging platform for the investigation of cancer cell migration in response to the surrounding ECM signaling. A limited capability in reproducing native cell motility is the major drawback of the conventional migration assays. Aligned nanofibers could offer a more physiologically relevant model to examine the migratory potential of metastatic cancer cells. Lannutti and co-workers fabricated electrospun fiber-integrated gel-based chemotaxis system, and assessed the migratory potential of MCF-10A, MCF-7, and MDA-MB-231 cancer cells. [104] It was observed that cells traveled ≈2-5-fold longer distances cultured on aligned fibers. And more highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 cells migrated further and at greater velocities as compared to the less metastatic MCF-7 cells. Viapiano and co-workers utilized highly aligned PCL nanofibers to mimic the neural topography, and examined the motility, gene expression, and sensitivity to migration inhibitors of glioma cells cultured on the fibers. [136] The glioma cells on the aligned nanofibers could recapitulate an elongated morphology of migrating cells in white matter tissue. Also, the activation of the transcription factor STAT3, a central regulator of tumor progression and metastasis in solid cancers, was demonstrated. Wang and co-workers evaluated the impact of fiber orders on breast cancer cell response. [106] The uniaxially aligned electrospun nanofibers promoted breast cancer cell alignment and induced epithelium to mesenchymal transformation Reproduced with permission. [130] Copyright 2012, AIP Publishing LLC. C) Schematic representation of biotinylated epithelial-cell adhesion-molecule antibody (anti-EpCAM) grafted TiO 2 electrospun nanofibers for colorectal and gastric cancer cell capture. Reproduced with permission. [22] D) Schematic representation of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)-nanofiber embedded nanovelcro chip for capturing circulating tumor cells. Reproduced with permission. [133] (EMT)-like phenotype formation, suggesting fiber alignment can make cancer cells gain migratory and invasive properties.
Other than the studies on the cell migration, studies also examined the effect of electrospun nanofiber substrate on chemoresistance, which is a major cause for the failure of current chemotherapy. Kmiec and co-workers used PCL/chitosan nanofiber as the culture substrate to explore the behavior of breast cancer stem-like cells (BCSCs), which are highly resistant to chemotherapy. [137] It was found that BCSCs cultured on PCL/chitosan nanofibers showed an increase in mammary stem cell markers and in sphere-forming ability as compared to those cultured on polystyrene culture dishes. In addition, the results suggested that BCSCs cultured on nanofibers may inhibit their differentiation and increase their resistance to docetaxel and doxorubicin.
By making use of the nanotopographic cues rendered by aligned nanofibers, a new anticancer therapeutic approach could be developed. Bellamkonda and co-workers designed a "tumor guide" device composed of aligned PCL nanofibers which structurally mimics the white matter tracts and blood vessels to guide the invasive tumor cell migration away from the primary tumor site to an extracortical location, then induce apoptosis ( Figure 6A) . [23] The in vitro results showed that the glioblastoma U87MG-eGFP cells elongated on the aligned fibers, as compared to the polygonal shape on the smooth film, and the cells migrated 4-4.5 mm on the aligned nanofiber, as compared to that of 1.5 mm on the smooth films over 10 d (Figure 6B) . A significant number of glioblastoma cells migrated along the aligned nanofibers, and underwent apoptosis in the cyclopamine-releasing collagen hydrogel on the cortical surface ( Figure 6C ), resulting in a pronounced reduction in the total tumor volume compared with those without implant and the smooth film implant. This approach provides a new therapeutic strategy of relocating and inhibiting the growth of primary tumors.
Spurred by the recent progress in 3D scaffold fabrication and oncology, a precise study of the factors regulating cancer cell behavior in 3D matrices has become possible. Compared C) The glioblastoma cells were effectively introduced to apoptosis by cyclopamine released from collagen hydrogel after they were "fishing" out. Reproduced with permission. [23] Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group.
with hydrogels, the fibrous scaffolds provide a high surface area and porosity for carrying physiological molecules with better mimicry of cancer cell ECM. However, an optimal scaffold or 3D model has not been standardized yet. One another interesting extension in future work would be to introduce stimuli-responsive systems to achieve on-demand local delivery of chemo-therapeutic agents after relocation of cancer cells from the primary tumor site.
Engineering 3D Cancer Model In Vitro
In vitro cancer model provides a powerful tool for cancer research, including identification of carcinogens, development of cancer therapies, drug screening, and exploration of molecular mechanisms of tumor growth and metastasis. [11] A body of valuable information has been obtained from conventional in vitro 2D studies, in which cells are cultured on flat and hard plastic dishes or flasks. In recent years, there is an increasing evidence on the inability of 2D systems to recapitulate the 3D microenvironment that cancer cells live in, due to the lack of complex and dynamic cell-cell communications and cell-matrix interactions that occur during cancer metastasis. [138] To overcome these deficiencies, a number of 3D tumor models have been proposed, in the form of microfluidic devices, [139] natural and synthetic polymer scaffold or hydrogel, [140] and spheroids. [141] Among them, electrospun nanofiber scaffolds provide an alternative artificial 3D culture matrix due to their biomimicry of the architecture and composition of ECM, [142] and high versatility in biochemical stimuli, including growth factors, adhesion molecules, and drugs. [12, 143] Cells cultured on the scaffolds respond to the biochemical stimuli through specific interactions between cell surface receptors and the immobilized ligands. Choi and co-workers used 3D electrospun scaffolds composed of poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) and collagen peptide as a gastric cancer model for chemosensitivity test. [19] A higher concentration of anti-cancer drugs was needed in 3D culture to achieve comparable cytotoxic effects, indicating an increased drug resistance in 3D culture compared with 2D culture. During cancer cell metastasis to bone, such as prostate and breast cancer types, bone matrix proteins confer enhanced cancer cell adhesion, migration, and invasion. [144] For example, Hartman et al. employed perlecan domain IV (PlnDIV) peptide conjugated 3D PCL/gelatin electrospun nanofiber scaffolds as a prostate cancer model for pharmacokinetic study. [12] It was found that PlnDIV peptide functionalized scaffold supported proliferation, survival, and migration of C4-2B cancer cells. In another work, Mikos and co-workers developed an ex vivo ewing sarcoma model based on the use of 3D electrospun PCL fiber scaffolds, resulting in a more physiologically relevant ES cell phenotype compared to conventional monolayer cultures. [145] The 3D ewing sarcoma model also showed a significant upregulation of the insulin-like growth factor pathway, which is a receptor normally expressed in ewing sarcoma and an important target for drug development.
Although these 3D models are promising in bridging the gap between in vitro and in vivo testing in terms of cell proliferation, [146] gene expression, [146] and drug resistance, [147] they fail to mimic some specific activities occurring in the tumor microenvironment including heterotypic cell-cell signaling, cell motility, tumor angiogenesis, tumor cell metabolism, and biomechanical stimulation. [101] Among them, biomechanical stimulation plays a crucial role in tumor progression and metastasis, [148] which has been added to the 3D system as a new feature to mimic in vivo ewing sarcoma biology and drug sensitivity. Mikos and co-workers developed an ex vivo ewing sarcoma (a translocation-positive bone tumor) model composed of 3D electrospun PCL nanofiber scaffolds and a flow perfusion bioreactor which provides mechanical stimulation in the form of flow-derived shear stress. [101] The convective flow promoted nutrient delivery, resulting in more uniform cell distribution and higher proliferation (Figure 7) . Moreover, the flow-derived shear stress demonstrated an enhanced insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF1) production and significant upregulation of the IGF1 receptor (IGF-1R) expression, one of the most promising targets in preclinical and early-phase drug development. Additionally, flow perfusion enhanced the drug sensitivity of IGF-1R inhibitor dalotuzumab (MK-0646) on ewing sarcoma cells in a dose-dependent manner.
Cellular infiltration throughout 3D nanofiber scaffolds is the key of an engineered cancer model. Although larger-sized fibers and mechanical stimulation have been employed to enhance cell penetration into 3D scaffolds to some degree, there is still room for improvement of cellular infiltration by optimizing the fabrication of 3D fiber scaffolds. For example, nanofiber aerogels with interconnected pores have been generated by freezedrying of short nanofiber solutions. [109] Such aerogels could be used as scaffolds for engineering 3D in vitro cancer models as cells can be easily cultured throughout the whole material. In addition, highly porous 3D electrospun nanofiber scaffolds with hierarchical structure and maintenance of aligned nanotopographic cues could be used to engineer 3D cancer models for studying cancer metastasis. Combining 3D nanofiber scaffolds with hydrogels to form a hybrid system may better recapitulate the microenvironment of cancer cells.
Despite the considerable success in establishing 3D cancer models, huge challenges still exist and significant improvements need to be made in the optimization and standardization of such models. First, matrix-assisted assembly of 3D cancer models have not been widely employed for high-throughput drug screening due to batch-to-batch variability and lack of scale-up capability. Second, although the current 3D cancer models partially represent the structure and morphology, they cannot recapitulate the features of native tumor microenvironment, especially the physiological complexity and heterogeneous feature. In the future, the combination of 3D printing technology and electrospinning may be the next further step toward more sophisticated 3D cancer models. The optimal 3D cancer models would promote the translation of new therapeutics to clinical trials.
Engineering Bone Tissue for Cancer Metastasis Study
Metastasis is responsible for more than 90% of cancer-related deaths. [149] Bone metastases occur in up to 70% of patients with advanced breast or prostate cancer, and in ≈40% of patients with carcinoma of the lung, kidney, or thyroid cancer. [150] However, detailed mechanisms of cancer bone metastasis remain poorly understood. [151] Previous studies showed that prostate and breast cancers tend to migrate into the adjacent bone, [152] suggesting bone matrix may contribute to the increased cancer cell growth, adhesion, migration, and invasion. [153] Thus, engineered bone tissues provide a promising in vitro model for cancer metastasis study. The design of electrospun fiber scaffolds for study of cancer metastasis to bone is inspired by the need to mimic the bone marrow environment and functionally reproduce their biological features. Holzapfel and co-workers developed tubular PCL scaffolds by melt-electrospinning with a combination of human mesenchymal cells and rhBMP-7 for a humanized bone organ. The composite scaffold caused homing and proliferation of human prostate cancer cells, and macrometastase development (Figure 8) . [154] In a different study, Hartman et al. reported electrospun PCL scaffolds with tailored physical properties and biological functionalization with a bioactive peptide derived from domain IV of perlecan heparin sulfate proteoglycan to recreate the bone marrow microenvironment. The peptide enhanced adhesion, spreading, and infiltration of the metastatic prostate cancer cells on the scaffolds. [24] Future work may consider incorporating hydroxyapatite through surface coating or physically blending to electrospun scaffolds to partially mimic the composition of mineralized bone.
Conclusions and Future Directions
In summary, we have provided an overview of the recent progress of electrospun nanofibers in cancer research. This progress report highlighted the applications of electrospun nanofibers in drug/gene delivery, cancer cell detection/capture, cancer cell imaging, regulation of cancer cell behavior, construction of in vitro 3D cancer model, and engineering bone microenvironment for cancer metastasis.
Previous studies investigated the use of electrospun nanofibers mainly for local drug delivery. Due to their biomimicry, electrospun nanofibers, in particular 3D nanofiber scaffolds, have been widely examined as scaffolds for tissue regeneration. [155] Future studies may consider combining these two concepts to develop nanofiber drug delivery devices which can topically release drugs in a sustained manner and simultaneously promote tissue regeneration to fill the resected void space.
Although there is some progress on the fabrication of 3D electrospun nanofiber scaffolds, engineering 3D in vitro cancer models is still a challenge to closely mimic the physiology of solid tumors due to genotypic and phenotypic tumor heterogeneity. The current research efforts of 3D printing mainly focus on tissue engineering applications and may also be applied for the development of 3D in vitro cancer models. [156] Intriguingly, electrospinning has been combined with 3D printing to fabricate 3D hierarchical scaffolds. [157] The future direction may be to consider exploring a combination of electrospinning and 3D printing toward the development of an elaborated 3D in vitro cancer model. Current strategies for cancer therapy mainly include surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, and their combinations. ≈50% of the cancer patients receive radiotherapy, including external beam, localized internal irradiation, and combination of chemotherapy. [158] The administration of radiosensitizing drugs by the drug delivery system can enhance the antitumor radiation efficacy. [159] It is expected that the addition of radiosensitization to nanofiber-based drug delivery systems can contribute to their therapeutic efficacy.
As breast, prostate, and lung cancers often metastasize to bone, future studies may consider developing an engineered bone niche based on electrospun nanofibers which can attract/ home metastatic cancer cells to the niche after subcutaneous implantation for early cancer metastasis detection and subsequently release anticancer drugs to induce apoptosis of recruited cancer cells for therapy. [160] Preclinical studies for testing electrospun nanofiber drug delivery devices mostly comprise xenografts or orthotopic cancer models in rodents. Spontaneous and transgenic large animal tumor models like engineered swine cancer models may be more valuable for preclinical studies in terms of clinical relevance and their safety and toxicity testing. [161] Despite great progress and promise, most studies are still limited to the preclinical studies. There is an imperative need to develop a viable strategy to rapidly translate the use of electrospun nanofibers from bench to clinical trials for diagnosis and treatment of devastating cancers. For example, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is the fourth most common cause of death from cancer in the United States, having a five-year survival rate less than 5%. [162] At the time of diagnosis, around 20% of patients are presented with resectable cancer. [163] But even in patients with R0 resected tumors, five-year survival rate is less than 20% with a median survival time between 12 and 20 months. Chemotherapy is often used after resection of the cancer to prevent recurrent growth and metastasis of remaining malignant cells. [164] Unfortunately, the efficacy of chemotherapy for pancreatic cancer is impaired by a unique desmoplastic response. [165] An electrospun nanofiber local drug delivery device capable of overcoming this barrier could provide substantial benefit for patients with resectable pancreatic cancer and locally advanced pancreatic cancer. Electrospun nanofibers for engineering the pre-metastatic niche. Engineering bone tissue made by melt electrospinning for cancer metastasis study. A) Representative images of the melt electrospun PCL scaffolds. B) Characterization of the CaP-coated scaffolds by SEM after human osteoblastic cells seeding for seven weeks in vitro. C) Morphology and viability of the human osteoblastic cells cultured on the scaffolds is assessed by CLSM on cells stained respectively for F-actin (red) and nuclei (blue), or with markers for live (fluorescein diacetate, green) and dead (propidium iodide, red) cells after two and seven weeks of culture in vitro. D) Images of metastases detected by ex vivo bioluminescence imaging in the tissue engineered bone and mice organs. Reproduced with permission. [154] Copyright 2014, The Company of Biologists.
